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Bugfixes
INFORMATION
When opening a project with the new version (2016-17.10), projects of the directly
previous version (2016-17.03)
are converted and can no longer be opened with the previous version
[ ] Single-User
[x] Multi-User
are not converted and can still be opened with the previous version
[x] Single-User
[ ] Multi-User
COM Registration
[x] the COM library has been changed and should be registered again
(start the program as ADMIN using „E3.series.exe /register“)

The bug fixes are sorted and listed by designer number(s). This enables you, for example, to
easily search for bugs reported to our support office.

Designer-21398
Designer-23153
Designer-25831
Designer-28544
Designer-28791

Designer-28799
Designer-28842
Designer-28844

Designer-28846
Designer-28859
Designer-28867

Dialog 'Graphic Information' from Graphic Properties doesn't display
all existing objects
Impossible to place several groups one after the other using the
COM method 'Group.PlaceInteractively'
Dialog Segment Diameter can't be displayed in E3.view.
No undone of full variant/option-name-display although clarity is
given
E3.ReportScripts: Incorrect signal in the connection list containing
signals of a signal class because of wrong signal name returned by
COM calls 'Con.GetSignalName' and 'Con.GetTranslatedSignalName'
E3.ReportScripts: BOM: No output of configurable connector inserts
with assigned connector device names
After change of the device properties from a shield with single
wires, the folder <wires> is not displayed anymore
Symbols with polygons which are placed as graphic and then
mirrored or rotated are shown a second time in original direction if
opening the context menu of a pure graphic object
A terminal jumper can be connected to a pin without assigned
attribute 'terminal jumper'
Changing the assembly properties may lead to a program crash
Text types #1067 ("Date of modification (sheet)"), #1068 ("Time of
modification (sheet)") and #1069 ("User name of modifier (sheet)")
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Designer-28876
Designer-28878
Designer-28913

Designer-28923
Designer-28930
Designer-28940
Designer-28942
Designer-28952
Designer-28973

Designer-28976
Designer-28983
Designer-28984

Designer-28986
Designer-28997
Designer-29017
Designer-29021
Designer-29032
Designer-29040
Designer-29044
Designer-29065
Designer-29070

Designer-29074

Designer-29077
Designer-29086

are changed in entire project when adding a new sheet
E3.RevisionManagement: The 'E3.CompareConfiguration.ini' returns
incorrect data behavior when using Japanese characters
E3.RevisionManagement: Configurable connectors are not
supported (output doesn't contain any Port information)
When attribute lines of attributes which exist several times are
transferred to other objects by using CTRL+C and CTRL+V, the
message "The attribute [xyz] ([xxx] is unknown'' appears
"W - Cannot connect two user-defined signals !" during Autorouting
in schematic 'After move'
Big sheets are scaled at PDF export (although bigger sheets are
allowed at PDF default 1.6)
Incorrect PDF output of mat sealed connectors (filling is missing)
Sheet line and sheet column are listed in the sheet properties within
project
Incorrect view of mat sealed connectors in Multiuser
When moving connectors on a Formboard sheet, connection lines
are not moved and deleted => no function of "AutoRouting" in
Formboard
When a connection is made between two views, other views which
own a connection in original don't display any conductor logic lines
E3.ReportScripts: Connector pin terminals of inserts in configurable
connectors are listed twice in the bill of material
The COM functions 'Sht.GetGraphIds' and 'Sht.GetGraphCount'
return inactive graphic objects although only active objects shall be
considered
Search in project for Device Designation returns pin views only for
connector pins
The dialog 'Assign variants/options' displays incorrect or not all
options which are assigned
The project setting ''Displa&y STEP models in 3D'' can't be saved as
''active'' in the template file
The COM function 'Dev.GetMountTypes' doesn't return any values
for connectors
Performance problems when working with panel
Sheet references with prefixes allow jump to schematic only on
parts of the reference text
The text type 'Reference to panel / Reference to schematic' is
displayed only partially after "Renumber" of sheets
Export as Image with high reolution (400 dpi) lead to E - null
image!!! E - Export of image failed!
When in the database editor a component is given as template for
block, assembly, hose/tube or connector pin terminal group which
doesn't exist in the database, an incomplete message appears
When connecting a wire to a connection without signal, the signal
name display on the pin text changes from signal on pin to the
signal of conductor
E3.CopyDatabaseEntries: Error when import model with COM call
'CT.DBTools'
No display of pad forms in the component view of 2016 within the
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Designer-29087
Designer-29099
Designer-29100
Designer-29113

Designer-29119
Designer-29124
Designer-29127
Designer-29139
Designer-29148
Designer-29167

Designer-29215
Designer-29228
Designer-29230
Designer-29306

database editor
Project window is missing after saving project with a script which is
started in the task scheduler
Incorrect connector naming on blocks in specific combinations
Incorrect connector device designation on hierarchical blocks
No ability to place a model on a matching slot in a variant position,
when on this slot already something has been placed in another
variant but no variant position is existing in the current variant
The COM functions 'Pin.GetMaterialDescription' and 'Pin.GetMaterial'
do not return any value at inactive objects
No function of parameter "Resultfile=ChangedOnly" at project
comparison
Cable ducts/mounting rails can't be docked to other cable
ducts/mounting rails when extending
Attribute text template symbols are not subject to the same rules
as other symbols at AutoRouting within schematic
No ability to jump via text type 'Reference to schematic' (#1141).
Error in Function int __cdecl md_move_termplan_cells (struct
MODIFY_HANDLE *), ret = 2' when moving a text of a terminal plan
row symbol
Renaming devices in the device tree not possible if change is only
upper/lowercase and the name contains a dot
When connections with many variants and instances are created in
a project an infinite loop occurs
An incorrect value appears at the content display of the database
field "Supplier" in a text node on a symbol
Product mark is displayed incompletely
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